
Collamat C-Series
Label Applicators

Swiss modular labellers
Collamat C-Series label applicators all 
share the same compact, modular design 
allowing a choice of dispense speed, 
label roll size and application module to 
suit the application requirements.

Applicator modules include roll-on, tamp, 
blow and corner-wrap. For applications 
where a standard module is not suitable, 
customised application modules can be 
designed and installed.

The modular design makes it easy to 
install a choice of print modules for 
print-and-apply applications.

Whether you need a simple 15m/min 
applicator or a high-speed 50m/min fully 
inline system, all Collamat systems share 
the same industrial build quality and 
modular design.

Simple controls allow system settings 
such as label position and dispensing 
speed to be quickly adjusted.
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Max. label width:
Max. speed:
Accuracy:
Label roll size:
Label core:
Min. label length:
Power supply:

2610 ECO
95mm

15m/min
+/- 1mm
250mm

40 to 76mm
10mm

110/240Vac

Specification

As well as supplying applicators to work on existing 
product conveyors, Martek also produces fully 
automatic inline systems to suit individual require-
ments.
Automatic systems include:
   - Single and two-side labellers
   - Wrap-around labellers for bottles, jars, cans etc.
   - Top, bottom and top-and-bottom labellers
   - Magazine-fed tube labellers
   - Carton and sleeve feeder-labellers
All systems can be constructed from stainless steel 
for clean environments.

automatic inline systems

7320
160mm
50m/min

+/- 0.7mm
250 or 350mm

40 to 76mm
10mm

110/240Vac

4320
160mm
25m/min

+/- 0.7mm
250 or 350mm

40 to 76mm
10mm

110/240Vac

7310 ECO
95mm

50m/min
+/- 0.7mm

250or 350mm
40 to 76mm

10mm
110/240Vac

4310 ECO
95mm

25m/min
+/- 0.7mm

250 or 350mm
40 to 76mm

10mm
110/240Vac
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Due to their modular design, all Collamat 
applicators can be fitted with a choice of print 
modules for print-and-apply applications.
This can be as simple as a low-cost thermal 
transfer coder for adding batch codes to 
pre-printed labels or a thermal transfer print 
engine for printing the entire label.
By separating printing and label application 
processes, printing is kept slow for optimum 
print quality whilst labels are applied at high 
speed.

print-and-apply options


